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Abstract: Air pollution is associated with increase in mortality and morbidity due to several reasons. 
The health effects associated with air pollution is inflammation and oxidative stress. There is substantial 
evidence that air pollution can cause increase in oxidative stress.  Air pollutions cause several underlying 
issues to human health like cardiovascular disease, asthma, cancer etc., Oxidative stress byproducts that 
are found in air pollutants are the promoters of damage produced in these types of chronic diseases. We 
will present the cause of air pollution and the adverse health effects that are being caused due to air 
pollution. This insight into air pollution causes, and health issues gives us good understanding on 
precautions we need to take in controlling pollution into air, and also taking preventive measures to 
protect our health. 

Introduction: 

According to WHO air pollution causes 800 thousand premature deaths in the world every year [1].  
Exposure to air pollution for short term has caused cardiovascular mortality and morbidity, and also in 
some cases lead to death because of ischemia and failure of heart [2]. Long term exposure has increased 
death rate due to cardiovascular issues by 76% [3]. Some harmful air pollutants are particulate matter, 
benzene, irritant gases, and also air contains mixture of toxins. The presence of these particles in the air 
vary greatly depending on meteorological, and geographical conditions. The particles in the environment 
when combined with gases in the atmosphere like ozone, sulfur dioxide, nitrogen oxide and carbon 
monoxide, they generate environmental aerosols. They generated particles vary by size PMR10R and PMR2.5R. 
These particles when the diameter is less than 10 to 2.5 μm can easily go pass through throat, and 
particles with large size mostly stay in the upper airways can may get cleared by the mucociliary 
system [4,5]. 

The four different size of particulate matters are: 

• Thoracic particles (PMR10R): The Aerodynamic diameter (μm) of these particles is less than 10 
μm. 

• Coarse Particles (PMR2.5-10R): The Aerodynamic diameter of this particle is from 2.5 μm to 10 
μm.The main source of generation of these particles is from constructions , the soil that is 
disturbed by farming, mining etc., .And disrupting surfaces mechanically by crushing, grinding, 
surfaces, The half-life of these particles varies from minutes to hours. 

• Fine particles (PMR2.5R): The Aerodynamic diameter of this particle is less than 2.5 μm, and the 
main sources for this is , oil refineries combustion of fuel from residential places, power plants, 
brake emissions, condensation process of converting particles from gas. The half-life of these 
particles varies from Days to weeks. 

• Ultrafine particles (UFP): The Aerodynamic diameter of this particle is less than 0.1 μm. The 
main sources for releasing these particulate matters into air is combustion of fuels like gasoline, 
diesel , and tailpipe emissions from vehicles, ships etc, and photochemical reactions which are 
secondary . The half-life of these particles varies from minutes to hours. 
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Ultra-fine Particles that are less than 100nm are considered important in regard to health effects because 
they have high alveolar deposition fraction, chemical composition and surface area is large, and they have 
the ability to enter into circulation and cause inflammation. The main source of UPFs are emissions from 
vehicles especially from diesel engines, and exhaust particles from diesel engines. Exposure to these 
particles for a long term and when the levels are high could lead to cancer and respiratory diseases, and 
also changes the heart rate [6,7].  

Inflammation and oxidation stress in heart lung can be involved with the air pollution mechanism. 
Inflammation is a protective mechanism that remove the stimuli injured and produces ROS (Reactive 
Oxygen Species). When the inflammation is at early stages, oxidant stress will not cause damage to the 
cell and can stop the stress defense genes. Oxidation damage has been implicated in pulmonary and 
cardiovascular diseases and diabetes. Due to the unbalance between Ros and the antioxidant activity, the 
oxidative stress that is derived could cause damage to proteins, lipids, DNA and RNA.  

     

                Figure 1: Oxidative Stress, And Inflammation 

Oxidative stress exists when there is an excess of free radicals over antioxidant defenses. As a result 
radicals  which are free attack and oxidize other cell components such as lipids, proteins, and nucleic 
acids. This leads to tissue injury and in some cases, the influx of inflammatory cells to the sites of injury 

Organic Carbon Compounds- Oxidative Stress 

Breathing air has different mixture of particles in the particulate matter. Motor vehicles, activities from 
the buildings, dust that is blown form natural winds, power plants, factories are the major sources of 
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Particulate matter. As we already know size of these particles vary, fine and ultrafine particles are 
hazardous than coarse particles, as they evidently cause cardiovascular and respiratory issues [8].  

Organic carbon compounds is the reason in fine and ultra-fine particles that resulted in oxidative stress. 
Such organic carbon compounds are PAHs, quinones. The major reactive and the compounds that are 
toxic are substituted like methyl naphthalene and PAH, nitro PAH are substituted in the air due to 
incomplete combustion process [9]. In the formation of PAH, toxic chemicals that are airborne and also 
fine particles, the intermediate reactive that are formed in the oxidation mixture of VOC(Volatile Organic 
Compounds) ozone, and hydroxy radical play an important role [10].Particulate matter looks like it 
inhibits enzymes that are protective involved in oxidative stress response leading to matter also initiates 
inflammatory damage and proinflammatory cytokines .Because of the fine and Ultra fine composition 
DEPs play an crucial role on oxidative cellular damage through ROS causing oxidative DNA damage.                                                     

Inflammation induced b air pollution in turn cause several issues in the human body as shown in the 
figure above (fig.2). ROS is an important factor when it comes to environmental pollution. 

Cardiovascular issues  

                                Fig.2: Underlying issues caused due to Inflammation 

 

and respiratory issues are associated with particle toxicity from air pollution [11,12]. Ros is present in PM 
itself, and also PM contain redox active components that generates ROS when reacted with biological 
origin specimens. Oxidative Potential is defined as the PM that is inhaled and its capacity to elicit cellular 
damage via oxidative reactions. Up on entering the respiratory tract liquid lung lining layers is the one 
pollutant interacts. This layer contains lipid and protein containing surfactant film at the air -liquid 
interface. So its interaction with particles that are deposited is decisive for the development of adverse 
effects from associated particles in ROS. This allows us to research the role of liquid lung lining layer as 
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protective barrier in vitro to determine highly reactive compounds that are reason for changes in oxidative 
response [13,14]. 

Production of ROS is inherent in all aerobic species mainly as a byproduct of mitochondrial electron 
transport. For the regulation of critical signaling involved in differentiation, cell growth and survival ROS 
levels are essential at physiological levels [15]. The ROS that is excess which came from imbalanced 
antioxidant defense and detoxification could cause oxidative stress that is harmful. The Higher levels can 
be associated with heart stroke, hypertension, pulmonary fibrosis and acute respiratory distress, cancer, 
asthma etc., [16]. Transition metals like mercury iron, lead silver, nickel, and copper are present in PMR2.5R 
and UPF that are absorbed on their surface are capable of forming ROS b the process Fenton’s reaction 
[17]. These metal are critical constituents of PM and were postulated to be involve din various 
pathological processes of the respiratory system. They enter into environment through various sources as 
they are natural components of the earth through waste water discharge, combustion, and is emitted into 
the atmosphere in the form of ultra-fine particles. Car brake pads also contain copper in about 10 to 20% 
by, mass, while the brake pads which are metallic contain about 70% of iron with small amount of 
copper. This metal is also reason for PMR2.5R in the air pollution. Some soluble metals like Ni, Co, Cu and 
Cr are associated with ROS production. 

Oxidative damage cause cardiovascular and pulmonary system issues to the human body. Gas, and diesel 
emissions that are ultrafine are emitted in much more quantity in urban areas. Due to their relatively small 
size and surface area being large UPFs have unique characteristics, like its ability to absorb organic 
molecules and also to easily penetrate into cellular targets in the human pulmonary and cardiovascular 
systems [18]. The release of these emissions into the air has significantly reduced by 20 to 30% these 
days due to the pandemic Coronavirus has brought into our lives [19]. These UPFs are directly 
transported into cardiac vasculature causing decrease in coronary blood flow and reduce myocyte 
contractility [20,21]. 

[23] Author of this paper showed that normal residents who are healthy in Italy when they are exposed to 
air pollution for short term changes in global coagulation function is seen. The pollutants that are released 
into air from traffic has increased heart rate among the people who has diabetes, in the individuals who 
has diabetes, and who are non smokers [24]. On the other hand the author [25] said that even though there 
is association between Blood pressure and black carbon , figured that there is no gen variation  that is 
related to oxidative defense. Increase in black carbon and PMR2.5R have effects on blood pressure increase, 
heart rate, vascular endothelial growth and oxidative stress makers [26]. 

Damage in macrophages and bronchial epithelial cells has been associated with Pm concentration of 
redox active components [27]. Many studies demonstrated air pollution particles release inflammatory 
mediator and oxidative stress in lung cells . When they reach bone marrow cytokines and chemokines 
released form lungs cause the migration of neutrophils. Some authors found that metals related to PMR2.5R 
and PMR10 Rare associatedR Rwith urinary MDA, which suggests that these metals are responsible for 
oxidative stress. The reaction between ozone and lining fluid arises oxidized species and are involved in 
sending inflammatory cells into lungs which in turn contribute to bronchoconstrictor response on 
exposure to these pollutants. Also ozone is able to induce apoptosis and DNA damage on human cells and 
also in mice exposed to ozone for 6 weeks [28]. A high level of instability is found in the drivers who are 
exposed to PAH and volatile compounds, and also oxidative damage and the incidence of oxidized lesions 
in DNA correlated with benzene exposure. 
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Conclusion: 
Air Pollution has increased mortality and morbidity and there are studies that supported this. Several 
experimental studies have showed that exposure to air pollution is one of the reasons for pulmonary and 
cardiovascular issues and also there is a possibility of creating the risk factors. Each environmental 
pollutant has its own mechanism in terms of capability and ROS production.  a consequence of this 
Oxidative stress and inflammation has been identified as one of the most important mechanism that is 
caused by toxic air pollutants. Road Traffic is one of the major source of PM pollutants. Proper measure 
need to be taken to reduce the air pollution, as it gets more worse with generations passing by.  
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